This short article investigates the possibility of connections between the Syriac Commentary on Daniel, ascribed to Ephrem, and the Syriac Commentary on the Diatessaron, also thought to consist of exegetical notes made by Ephrem with some additions and interpolations added to it. Two themes from the book of Daniel that receive special attention in the Commentary on the Diatessaron are scrutinised, namely the stone that became dislodged from a mountain in Daniel 2 and the prophecy about the destruction of Jerusalem in Daniel 9. It seems that the two commentaries follow a similar trajectory of interpretation, suggesting proximity in time and place of origin.
Introduction
Ephrem the Syrian is said to have written commentaries on all the books of the Bible, 1 but only the commentaries on Genesis and Exodus from the Old Testament 2 and the commentary on the Diatessaron from the New Testament seem to be unquestionably his work. 3 This short article investigates the general character of the Commentary on Daniel attributed to him, 4 and possible links it may have with the Commentary on the Diatessaron which definitely has some connections with the work of Ephrem, although it cannot be described as being homogeneous or completely authentic his work.
What are the arguments for or against Ephrem's having written the commentary on Daniel? In favour of his authorship is the fact that it is extant in Syriac. 5 It is based on the Peshitta text of Daniel, 6 and it contains interpretations similar to those found in Ephrem's genuine hymns. 7 There is a typical high regard for the literal sense of the text, 8 but also occasional symbolic interpretation. 9 The author displays an openness towards multiple possible interpretations of a specific verse. 10 The commentary also does not seem to contain references to theological developments which occurred after the time of Ephrem, 11 or views that seem to clash with his theology. But one has to acknowledge that Ephrem's poetic genius and his consistent identification of polarities and symbols which connect heaven and earth _____________________________________________________________ 2
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 and the two Testaments antithetically seem to be lacking from the commentary. 12 It also lacks clear signs of Ephrem's controversy against the followers of Bardaisan, Mani, Marcion, and Arius, although it does polemicise against the Jews. 13 The Syriac Commentary on the Diatessaron alludes to the text of Daniel a number of times. 14 In this paper, the symbolism of the rock in Nebuchadnezzar's dream in Dan 2 and the 'prophecy' about the crucifixion of Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem in the Peshitta text of Dan 9 will be investigated as examples of the similarities and differences between the two commentaries.
The interpretation of the rock in Dan 2
Nebuchadnezzar's dream about a statue and Daniel's explanation of the dream are seen by the author of the Commentary on Daniel to contain a number of symbols. The kingdom which God will set up according to Dan 2:44 refers to the Maccabees, the author tells us, but their kingdom serves as a symbolical depiction of 'the Lord who is the true fulfilment'. This is so because the text speaks of a 'rock that was cut out without hands' (Dan 2:45). This, he says, 'is the Lord who was born in humbleness like a stone from the mountain, namely, from the lineage of the house of Abraham'. He goes on to interpret the mountain also symbolically: it signifies 'the Holy Virgin', since the rock was cut out from her 'without hands', implying that there 'was no sexual union from her'. But the rock is finally also interpreted as the Gospel, since the statement that 'the whole earth was filled from it' (Dan 2:35), refers to 'the Gospel that quickly spread everywhere'.
The true meaning of the vision is thus that it refers to the birth of Christ from the Virgin Mary, the dissipation of the Gospel, 15 and the eschatological advent of Christ's kingdom. The interpretation of Christ as the rock in Dan 2 was widespread in primitive and early Christianity 16 and even more so in the Syriac fathers, since the word kepha is more common in the Peshitta than any one word for rock or stone in the Hebrew or Greek versions of the Old and New Testaments respectively. 17 Isaiah 51:1-2 says:
The Peshitta does not speak of a rock in verse 1, but of a mountain. The second part of this verse reads: 19 'Look to the mountain from which you were hewn, and to the pit from which you were quarried.'
The argument thus runs as follows: Daniel speaks of a rock that was hewn out ( ) from a mountain ( ) without human involvement. The rock ( ) was widely interpreted as referring to Christ. The mountain from which Christ was 'hewn' must then be Mary, especially since this was done without human hands, that is, without sexual activity. In Isa 51:1-2 the mountain ( , translated thus only in the Peshitta) from which Israel was hewn ( ) refers to Abraham and the pit or cistern ( ) refers to Sarah, but according to Daniel, Mary is also called a mountain, so that she represents both Abraham and Sarah, thus the lineage of Abraham. The remark in the Commentary on Daniel about 'the lineage of the house of _____________________________________________________________ 4
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This similarity does not prove dependence of one commentary on the other, but it does suggest the existence of a mutual tradition, and notably one not found in Aphrahat. 20 It is very interesting that Theodoret of Cyrus still knows this tradition, and refers to the same text in Isaiah, but uses it differently to deduce what he calls the 'preternatural' ( ) quality of the birth of Christ. 21 It thus seems that the Commentary on Daniel and the Commentary on the Diatessaron share an indigenous Syriac tradition of interpretation. This interpretation can also be described as 'symbolical', since the mountain is interpreted as signifying that Mary represented both father and mother for Christ, a fact that corresponds to Adam's position as both father and mother for Eve. Such a gender-matched chiastic comparison of Adam and Eve with Mary and Christ to argue for the virgin birth of Jesus does not only fit the theology of Ephrem, but would also have been typical of his masterful ability to see such typological correspondences. Theodoret's interpretation, in contrast, seems to be removed from this symbolical interpretation and seems to represent Christological thinking from a later era than that of the Commentary on the Diatessaron, and also from the time of Ephrem.
If a direct relationship between the two Syriac commentaries could be supposed, the Commentary on the Diatessaron would rather seem to be earlier since it is more explicit and provides the key for understanding the remarks in the Commentary on Daniel in this case. In comparison to the typical 'Ephremic' typology displayed by the Commentary on the Diatessaron, the interpretation in die Commentary on Daniel also seems rather bland, perhaps displaying greater distance from the genuine Ephrem.
The destruction of Jerusalem prophesied in Dan 9
It seems that the text of the Peshitta of Dan 9 already pointed readers in the direction of interpreting the 'prophecies' about the time of Antiochus IV Epiphanes as prophecies about the advent of Christ, his crucifixion, and the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. 22 It is the prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem that interests the author of the Commentary on the Diatessaron most in this chapter. In Chapter XVIII §1, he is commenting on Jesus' entry into Jerusalem and avails himself of the opportunity to point out that the 'Daughter of Zion' herself _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 5 was the cause of Jerusalem's destruction: 23 'But now that she has stretched forth her hands against the Son and crucified the Son of the living [God], her house has been uprooted and her altar overturned, just as the prophet had said, The holy city shall be destroyed, 24 together with the king who is to come. And she will lie there in ruins until the completion of judgements. There will be no further pact or decree for her return, as [there was] from Egypt, or from Babylon, or from the Greeks, where a fixed term [in each case] was written down. For her then the judgement is decreed: there will be no fixed term for her, and no return.
In the Commentary on Daniel, the following comments are made on the prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem in Dan 9:
So after sixty-two weeks the Messiah will be killed. Namely, when the times that were given to you (plural) are completed, the Messiah will be killed. And there is no other Messiah for her. 25 And the holy city will be laid waste 26 with 27 the king who is coming. Namely, with the king, the Messiah who is coming and being crucified. And the rest in the flood. Namely, because those that remain from the death of the famine will go out in the flood of the captivity. Until the end of the judgements of the desolation it will persist for her on destruction. Namely, because this departure will not be like that from Egypt or Babylon. For from the first they were allowed to return after four hundred (years), and from Babylon after seventy. But this desolation of the judgement will remain for ever for her over the destruction.
The text of the Peshitta of Daniel prompted the idea that Jerusalem will be destructed 'with', that is, as a consequence of or at the time of, the killing of the Messiah. That the Messiah will be 'killed' ( etpa) 28 is itself an interpolation of the Peshitta, since the MT simply speaks of the 'cutting off' ( ni) of an anointed one. The Commentary on Daniel interprets this specifically as death by crucifixion, a connection which the author of the Commentary on the Diatessaron obviously has also made.
A second matter of correspondence is the description of the duration of the ruin of Jerusalem, as the text of Daniel is interpreted to prophesy. According to the Commentary on the Diatessaron, Jerusalem 'will lie there _____________________________________________________________ 6
Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 in ruins until the completion of judgements. There will be no further pact or decree for her return, as [there was] from Egypt, or from Babylon, or from the Greeks, where a fixed term [in each case] was written down. For her then the judgement is decreed: there will be no fixed term for her, and no return.' The Commentary on Daniel remarks in this regard: 'Until the end of the judgements of the desolation it will persist for her on destruction. Namely, because this departure will not be like that from Egypt or Babylon. For from the first they were allowed to return after four hundred (years), and from Babylon after seventy. But this desolation of the judgement will remain for ever for her over the destruction'.
The mentioning of the captivity in Egypt and in Babylon and the 'return' from both 'captivities' in the two sources seems to be important. These periods of captivity are not suggested by the MT or the text of the Peshitta of Dan 9, so that the references to them must be taken to signify a common tradition of interpretation of this chapter in Daniel. 29 The two commentaries also seem to share the conviction that Jerusalem will remain in ruins for ever.
The Commentary on the Diatessaron refers to the permanent ruin of Jerusalem again later, showing how important this event was for the author's repeated argument that the Church has replaced the Israelites as the people of God (XVIII §12): 30
[Jerusalem] was destroyed many times and then rebuilt, but here it is a question of its [total] upheaval and destruction and the profanation of its sanctuary, after which it will remain in ruins and fall into oblivion. 31 The Romans placed standards representing an eagle within this temple just as [the prophet] had said, On the wings of impurity and ruination, the sign of its terrible destruction, foretold by the prophet Daniel. Some say that the sign of its destruction was the pig's head which the Romans gave Pilate to carry into the interior of the temple to place there.
The following remarks made in the Syriac Commentary on Daniel are noteworthy in this regard:
And on the wings of defilement, the devastation. Namely, because of the eagle which the Romans went in and placed in the temple with the statue of their king. This is namely that: When you see _____________________________________________________________ Acta Patristica et Byzantina (18) 2007 7 the defiled sign of which is spoken in the prophet Daniel, and until the completion of the judgements it will rest on the destruction. Namely, until the completion of the judgements it will be forgotten and rest on the destruction. There seems to be two possible similarities here: First, the interpretation of 'wings' in the text of Daniel as referring to the standard of the Romans depicting an eagle, and second, the Diatessaron Commentary's remark that the sanctuary will 'fall into oblivion' and the Syriac Commentary on Daniel's remark that 'it will be forgotten'. Again, there is no element in the text that could have suggested this remark, so that it seems that the two commentaries also share a tradition of interpretation in this regard. Both seem to have originated in circumstances which dictated a polemical inclination towards the Jews and their endeavours to revive their political aspirations.
Conclusion
The Syriac Commentary on Daniel and the notes on Daniel in the Commentary on the Diatessaron seem to follow the same trajectory of interpretation. There are similarities between the two which seem to point towards proximity in time and area of origin. When the mountain mentioned in Dan 2 is interpreted in both sources as a reference to the Virgin Mary on the basis of Isa 51:1-2, they seem to share a tradition of interpretation which originated in the Syriac-speaking Church, since the impetus for this exegesis could only have been provided by the Peshitta version of Isaiah. Peculiarities of this Syriac trajectory of interpretation also distinguish it from the Greek tradition and even from the interpretation found in Ephrem's older contemporary, Aphrahat. Aphrahat gives no evidence that he knew this tradition of interpretation, and although lack of evidence does not prove that he did not know it, it makes the similarity between the two commentaries all the more conspicuous.
The authors of the two commentaries also seem to have shared a need to renounce the hope of the Jews ever to rebuild Jerusalem again or to revive the Davidic kingship. Both refer to the two earlier periods of captivity, namely in Egypt and Babylon, in this regard. This is an aspect of the interpretation which also lacks in the work of Aphrahat, and could possibly be used to argue for proximity of origin (in terms of a circle of influence) of the two Syriac commentaries.
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